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Since its inception in 1949, the Graduate Record Examinations 
(GRE™) have played a key role in graduate school admissions 
decisions at universities across the United States. Colleges 
and schools of veterinary medicine are no exception – in the 
most recent version of the Comparative Data Report compiled 
annually by the Association of American Veterinary Medical 
Colleges (AAVMC)1, 75% (24/32) of U.S. member institutions 
reported GRE™ scores as part of their first-year class profile. 
Increasingly, though, the merits of GRE scores as a useful 
measure of academic and professional potential are being 
questioned and debated.

In general, significant positive correlations between GRE scores 
and academic performance in the early years of graduate 
school have been repeatedly documented. For veterinary 
medical education specifically, this finding has been broadly 
validated across a range of institutions and investigators 
starting as early as 1990, if not before.2-7 Similar results have 
been recently documented for biomedical graduate students.8 
However, in 2014 a pivotal report was published by Miller and 
Stassun in Nature indicting the GRE™ as seriously biased on 
the basis of race/ethnicity, gender, and socio-economic status.9 

Indeed, these biases are substantial and well recognized. 
Quoting directly from the Nature publication:

“According to data from Educational Testing Service (ETS), 
based in Princeton, New Jersey, the company that administers 
the GRE™, women score 80 points lower on average in the 
physical sciences than do men, and African Americans score 
200 points below white people.”

Stated from an alternative perspective, if GRE™ scores 
were merely used to establish a minimum criterion for 
admissions applicant screening purposes, “…only 26% of 
women, compared to 73% of men, score above 700 on the 
GRE Quantitative measure. For minorities, this falls to 5.2%, 
compared with 82% for white and Asian people.”

In her Atlantic article entitled The Problem with the GRE™ – The 
exam “is a proxy for asking ‘Are you rich?’ ‘Are you white?’ ‘Are 
you male?’” (March1, 2016),10 Victoria Clayton notes that Miller 
and Stassun’s work is consistent with research dating back 
decades from the University of Florida, Stanford, New York 
University, the University of Missouri, and ETS itself. This body 
of work has consistently shown that the GRE™ underpredicts 
the success of minority students. The race/ethnicity 
and gender biases are thought to have complex, cultural 
foundations while the socio-economic bias simply reflects 
a disparity in educational systems and in access to test-
preparation resources based on financial means. The bottom 
line is that, across the U.S., we have differential educational, 
economic, and social systems in which everyone does not 
receive equal opportunity.

Unfortunately, many faculty members who sit on admissions 
panels erroneously equate GRE™ scores with a candidate’s 
innate intelligence. Among candidates, though, it’s widely 
acknowledged that test-takers can be coached to do well on 
the GRE™ if they’re able to spend the time and money required 
for prep classes or tutoring offered by companies such as 
Princeton Review or Kaplan. Sadly, the mere cost of taking 
the GRE™—about $205 —is enough of a barrier for many 
prospective students.
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At a time when advancing diversity, equity, and inclusion 
in veterinary medicine is at or near the top of the strategic 
priority list for virtually all veterinary medical organizations, 
whether academic or in the industry, this situation is extremely 
concerning. Any use of such a biased measure as a foundation 
for admission decisions can only be expected to yield a 
biased selection process – albeit unintentional. And clearly, 
continued reliance on GRE™ for admission decisions will be 
one important ongoing source of unintended institutional 
racism, sexism, classism, and/or elitism across academic 
veterinary medicine – imparting unintended bias against those 
candidates who might be marginalized based on race, ethnicity, 
gender, socio-economic status, or geography.

Thankfully, solid alternatives exist.

First, all of the studies cited above as validating the positive 
correlation between GRE™ scores and academic performance 
in veterinary medical and biomedical graduate education, 
along with several more, also establish similar significant 
positive correlations with various measures of undergraduate 
GPA.2-8, 11,12 In fact, on review of the literature, it appears 
that undergraduate GPA offers a measure of academic 
potential that is at least as robust, consistent, and reliable 
as GRE™ scores. What’s more, undergraduate GPA has not 
demonstrated the systemic biases that characterize GRE 
scores. So, moving away from GRE altogether is a viable 
option, one that has already been implemented at a number of 
AAVMC member institutions.

And on a broader scale, it has long been recognized that 
neither GRE™ scores nor undergraduate GPAs provide much 
insight into the key non-academic skills, knowledge, attitudes, 
and aptitudes (SKAs) necessary for success in veterinary 
medicine.13-15 These critical skills associated with scholarly and 
professional competence include such attributes as leadership, 
communications, critical thinking, ability to work in and/or lead 
teams, perseverance, adaptability, integrity, and self-awareness. 
To consider these factors in an admissions process involves a 
holistic approach, where both basic intelligence and a broader 
set of personal attributes are considered.

Finally, moving away from the GRE™ and considering the 
entire candidate in a holistic manner will send a very positive 
message to those groups previously marginalized. If used 
effectively in recruitment messages, applicant numbers 
might reasonably be expected to increase from traditionally 
underrepresented communities.

So, what’s next?

In effect, admissions policies and processes constitute the 
gateway to the veterinary medical profession, and admissions 
committees inherently represent the gatekeepers. In such 
a critical role, potential changes to admissions policies and 
processes clearly warrant careful, reasoned consideration 
based on structured, data-driven analyses. And then when 
changes are indeed selected for trial implementation, 
subsequent monitoring of the outcomes/impacts calls for 
nothing less than a similar structured, data-driven follow-up. 
As cited above, a plethora of noteworthy examples exists 
in the veterinary medical literature4-7, 11,12 toward developing 
a more evidence-based approach to admissions. Although 
identification of possible selection bias was not a primary 
objective in any of those studies, more recent works have, 
in fact, identified such bias16,17 when analyzing data across 
AAVMC member institutions. 

As admissions committees contemplate potential changes to 
their use of GRE™ and/or other admissions criteria, vigilance 
both within and across institutions will be crucial. To start, 
it might be useful to assemble a consortium of those within 
AAVMC who have stopped using GRE, to collectively study the 
potential impact on student success so results can be shared 
across the AAVMC membership. Then, ongoing evaluation 
of colleges’ and schools’ of veterinary medicine admissions 
processes – including who we attract, who we admit, who we 
graduate, and who achieves in the profession – will provide 
the ultimate measure of our success. Active, progressive data 
collection, rigorous analysis, and open sharing of results will be 
vital to identify and highlight improvements along the way, and 
to celebrate our successes.
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